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“What is a real world, don Juan?”

“A world that generates energy; the opposite of a phantom world of projections, where
nothing generates energy, like most of our dreams, where nothing has an energetic effect.”

Carlos Casteneda, 

 

The Art of Dreaming

 

,
HarperCollins Publishers, New York, 1993, p. 164

 

Computer graphics is concerned with the modeling, lighting, and dynamics
of virtual worlds and the means by which people act within them. It creates
the “phantom world of projections.” The “phantom world” today is called a
“virtual environment” or a “virtual reality.” It is in a very literal sense a “world
of projections” – 

 

three-dimensional representations

 

 of objects are 

 

projected

 

 to

 

 two-
dimensional displays

 

. People see and interact with the phantom objects formed
by the images on these displays and experience an illusory alternate reality.
People may act as if they were in that alternate reality, the real world around
them becoming distant and dim. Their activity within the alternate reality in
itself reinforces and informs their internal mental models which are at the
heart of the illusion of reality.

1.1 Introduction
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The computer that stores the abstract representations and runs the programs
and hardware that eventually creates the 2D displayed images may be linked
by a network to other computers displaying different views of this same
phantom world to other people. The people engaged in this may themselves
be represented in the virtual reality as three dimensional entities projected to
the 2D displays – and thus be able to see and interact with one another –
independently of the real physical distance between them. Hence the virtual
reality becomes a shared and social reality.

Such networked virtual environments exist today – with the capability of
creating wide area virtual social realities with thousands of simultaneous
participants (Singhal and Zyda, 1999). They are created with technology from
many fields, since they must maintain a wide area heterogeneous network
supporting visual, auditory, and ideally touch and force-feedback displays and
interactive input devices.

This book is concerned with the 

 

visual

 

 aspects of virtual environments – creating,
lighting, and visually displaying the three-dimensional virtual environment,
and allowing people to interact with it.

We adopt a novel “top down” approach. We begin in this chapter to con-
sider the perceptual reasons, rooted in the human visual system, as to why
virtual environments work at all. The next chapter is devoted to the highest
and most abstract level – some of the fundamental mathematics required
for computer graphics. In Chapter 3 we consider, still at a very abstract level,
the problem of illumination, that is, lighting of environments that consist of
graphical objects and show that 3D graphics rendering is fundamentally con-
cerned with the solution of an equation that describes light energy at any point
in an environment. In the subsequent chapter (Chapter 4) we consider the
response of the human visual system to that lighting in the perception of color.

We then start on a path from a particular method of rendering scenes with
a relatively realistic method of illumination rendering called “ray tracing”
which simulates some of the global characteristics of lighting in an environ-
ment. In chapter after chapter we relax the assumptions of ray tracing and
show how a system capable of real-time rendering, but at the cost of illumina-
tion simplicity, can be achieved.

We then turn to an alternative method for a certain kind of illumination
realism called “radiosity,” and then again turn back to ray tracing to examine
methods for achieving this at faster speeds. This discussion of ray tracing motiv-
ates the most primitive of graphics operations such as drawing a straight line
in 2D on a display.

This approach is “back to front” compared with the usual approaches to
computer graphics, which often starts with low-level primitive operations such
as drawing lines and polygons, moving on through 2D graphics architecture,

1.2 Scope
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and finally to 3D. The philosophy of this book, however, is to start from the
highest level and introduce concepts and methods as they are needed. So
primitive operations such as 2D line and polygon rendering and clipping are
left to the last instance.

The treatment up to that point in the book is almost entirely based on
considering the world as if it were made of flat polygons or triangles. We relax
this assumption and show how to generate solid models of curved objects in
Chapter 18 and curved surfaces in Chapter 19.

This completes the first part of the book – a path from a certain kind of
realism to graphics systems that support real-time rendering. Having shown
how such a rendering system is constructed we discuss the issues of dynamics
(Chapter 20) and interaction (Chapter 21) within virtual worlds.

Finally, we briefly trace the path again from realism to real-time. We include
a survey chapter on more sophisticated rendering methods for photo-realism
(Chapter 22), and a survey chapter on some of the latest techniques for real-
time performance (Chapter 23). 

The remainder of this introductory chapter will discuss some aspects of the
modeling components of computer graphics and virtual environments. We will
introduce some basic ideas and terminology, and continue with a discussion of
the issue as to why virtual reality “works” at all.

 

Objects

 

The origin of computer graphics is generally agreed as being marked by pub-
lication of the seminal paper by Ivan Sutherland, describing the Sketchpad
System (Sutherland, 1963). Sutherland’s system (Figure 1.1) allowed users to
interactively draw on a screen, using a pointing device called a “light pen.” Many
of the concepts that we take for granted today were invented for this system:
for example, the idea of a “rubber band line” – that is, stretching out a line
across the display as if it were a rubber band, with it staying in place in the
position in which it was released. The ideas behind two-dimensional viewing
(“windows,” “viewports,” and “clipping”) were also invented for this system.
Most importantly – and this is the issue that separates computer graphics from
just being a medium for the presentation of pictures – the concept of a 

 

graph-
ical object

 

 was invented, that is, an entity with its own semantics and interac-
tive behavior – albeit in a primitive form, but nevertheless the starting point
for a new science.

For the time being we can think of an object as an encapsulated, self-
contained “thing” – that has structure and behavior – typically embodied in
software: an instance of a data structure and a set of functions. A simple
example is the marking of a single point in some space. The object has a visual
representation (or many possible visual representations), and has a behavior in

1.3 Modeling and virtual environments
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response to the “messages” that form part of its own semantics (e.g., move the
marker to another point). Another simple example is everything that goes into
making a “button” which is part of an interactive program. The button exists
as a piece of software, it has a visual representation, and it has behavior that
responds to certain events (typically mouse events).

Once we have the capability to define a set of independent (but possibly
mutually interacting) objects, there is the possibility of defining a new “world”
– a set of entities following laws and behaviors built into them by the computer
program that brings the stuff of the world into being. In an application the
illusion of a world is maintained by the interactions between this basic stuff
of the world, which people perceive as things, the graphical objects, and the
high-level internal cognitive models of the group of people interacting within
it. Their behaviors are themselves embodied in that world through objects that
represent them – typically each person is represented by a virtual character, or

 

avatar

 

, whose dynamics corresponds in some fashion to the activities, behavior,
and movements of their physical human counterparts. Computer graphics
gives us the ability to visually depict this world with an infinite variety of
possible representations. 

Such worlds are commonly called “Virtual Environments” (VEs). Ellis (1991)
has provided a useful analytic framework for the discussion of such VEs. He
classifies a virtual environment as having three major components: content,
geometry, and dynamics. The content consists of the “objects” that make up

Figure 1.1
Ivan Sutherland at work 
on the Sketchpad System
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the environment, the geometry consists of dimension, metric and the extent
or boundaries of the environment, and the dynamics consists of the rules of
interaction between the objects (for example, how a button responds to a
mouse event, or in physical simulations, how objects respond to collisions with
other objects). In the next section we consider the content and in Chapter 2
the geometry.

 

Content of a VE

 

The content of an environment is to do with how it is modeled. An environ-
ment contains a set of objects, as discussed above. At any moment in time any
object has a 

 

description

 

 and a 

 

state

 

. The description includes information about
its geometry, substance, and potential behaviors. The geometric description is
relative to some coordinate frame (we will discuss this more thoroughly in
Chapter 2). It determines unambiguously the location and orientation of
the object at that point of time, and its relation to other objects, within the
environment. The 

 

state

 

 determines unambiguously the state of the object –
which depends on the semantics of that object in relation to the rest of the
environment.

A special subset of the objects are called actors. An 

 

actor

 

 is an object that
can initiate an interaction with another object or actor. It can do this through
information exchange. There is a special actor, a human operator, or 

 

participant

 

in the environment. The participant has a visual representation within the envir-
onment (e.g., a cursor in the simplest possible graphical application, a full
humanoid representation, an avatar, in more sophisticated applications). A
more complex example was provided by Neal Stephenson in his 1993 novel

 

Snow Crash

 

 (Bantam Books, paperback). The 

 

Metaverse

 

 is a three-dimensional
virtual world that humans can enter into embodied as “Avatars” – typically 3D
graphical representations of the human body (or something approximating
this). But some objects, supposedly Avatars, were really system Daemons
representing processes carried out by the computer systems maintaining the
Metaverse in human form. In William Gibson’s novels (e.g., 

 

Neuromancer

 

, Ace
Books) such non-human entities are called AIs.

In Figure 1.2 we show a schematic representation of a shared VE system. We
suppose that the computer stores a database representing the set of all objects
in the scene. Each object has a geometric description, for example a collection
of primitive shapes out of which it is constructed. This may be at a relatively
high level (such as a description in terms of objects that are defined by equa-
tions, such as spheres or cylinders) or more typically relatively low level, in
terms of a set of triangles that tessellate the surface of the object. Each object
will have information regarding its material and physical properties, and in
particular how it reflects light (its radiant properties). Other information may
also be provided, such as its acoustic properties (e.g., is it a sound source?) and
behavioral properties (e.g., how does it respond if prodded or probed?). The scene
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database is the total description of all the objects and any other information
required to give an unambiguous specification of the entire scene.

This database must be stored somewhere on the computer network that
maintains the shared virtual environment. For example, it might be copied
to every machine, or there might be one master copy, segments of which are
distributed as needed to each machine. There are many different strategies for
distributing and updating a VE and the interested reader is referred to Singhal
and Zyda (1999). Each computer on the network typically supports one human
participant. Each participant is the recipient of display information, such as the
visual, auditory, and any other information such as tactile or force feedback
data, forming the sensory input from the VE to that person. In the ideal situ-
ation, this virtual sensory data provides sensory input on all sensory systems
and fully encloses the participant in those displays. This is an ideal that is
never achieved – more typically only the visual and auditory systems are
included, and there is always information from the real world, so that the
participant is never entirely fully enclosed. 

The small circular blobs in Figure 1.2 represent tracking devices. The particip-
ants have their sense data determined by the VE system, and also their own
movements are tracked, and fed back into the system. The tracking system in
particular therefore determines the sensory displays as a function of head and
body tracking. For example, a participant looking in one direction will see and
hear different aspects of the VE compared to another direction. The participant
can bend down, for example, and see underneath a virtual table. The tracking
data determines where the head and body of the participant is, and therefore
displays sensory information appropriate to that viewpoint and bodily orienta-
tion. Typically in a VE system only the position and orientation of the head
and one hand are tracked (see Chapters 20 and 21).

Display

Scene database:
Geometric

Radiant
Physical

Accoustic
Behavioral

Display

Figure 1.2
Schematic for a shared 
virtual environment system
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What happens when in a VE the participant looks down at his or her own
body? There are two alternative situations. In the first, and most common
situation, the participant wears a head-mounted display (see below) which
displays the environment as a function of head-tracking. One of the objects in
the scene database will be a representation of the participant’s body, a virtual
body, which will change according to the actions of person: when he puts out
his hand, the corresponding virtual hand will be put out. The scene database
description of this avatar is therefore updated according to the tracking infor-
mation of the person that it represents. If a participant on another node in the
shared VE looks at a moving person, they will see the avatar representing that
person move. Changes to the scene database must somehow be distributed to
all nodes in the environment, so that – of course subject to network delays –
they are all experiencing the same (virtual) reality.

There is another possibility: the participant might be in a “CAVE” (Figures
1.3 (color plate) and 20.2). “CAVE” stands for CAVE Automatic Virtual Environ-
ment (Cruz-Neira 

 

et al

 

., 1993). The CAVE concept and first implementation was
at the University of Illinois at Chicago in 1992. Ideally a “CAVE” is a room that
has all six walls as projection screens, on which a virtual environment (VE) is
projected. A participant wears lightweight stereo glasses with a head-tracking
device mounted. The displays show alternate left- and right-eye images and the
stereo glasses are in sync with them, allowing only a left-eye image to enter
the left eye, and similarly for the right eye (see the discussion of stereo below).
The head-tracker is used to compute the eye-position of the wearer, and from
a computation based on inter-ocular distance, the distance between the two
eyes, stereo projections are computed (for each of the six walls). The glasses are
based on a shutter technology used to present the alternate left/right eye
frames to the viewer, who is then immersed in a completely surrounding VE.
In practice “CAVE”s are commonly four-walled, consisting of front, left and
right wall displays, and the floor. The projection system and software is organ-
ized so that participants are typically not aware of the corners of the physical
room. Several people can be situated in the “CAVE” at the same time, though
the display is completely correct for only one participant. The “CAVE” can also
be multi-participant in the sense that avatars of people at physically remote
sites can be present in the “CAVE,” and therefore people at several locations
can simultaneously inhabit the same shared space. Unlike a head-mounted
display, a person in a “CAVE” will see his or her own real body, as in Figure 1.3.
However, a person at a remote site will see an avatar representing that person.

Virtual environments must be displayed and the participants tracked in real-
time in order for these to work at all. At the same time, what they display must
be sufficiently realistic in order for people to be able to maintain the illusion
of being in an alternate reality. However, there is a tension between these two

1.4 Realism and real-time
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requirements. Before considering that, let’s consider the several different mean-
ings of the term “realism” in computer graphics.

 

Geometric realism

 

By “geometric realism” we mean that a graphical object has a close geometric
resemblance to the real-world object being depicted. For example, there might
be a complete and detailed architectural plan for a building, irrespective of
whether or not the building exists physically. Although such plans are often
represented as two-dimensional drawings, it is possible to construct 3D repres-
entations from the complete 2D information. Thus the dimensions of each
wall, window, partition, and each interior object such as lights, tables, chairs,
have exactly the same dimensional measurements as their real counterpart.
Typically the 3D geometric representation is in terms of planar polygons (usu-
ally triangles), which cover the surface shape of the object as a patchwork. The
more curved the object is in some region, the greater the number of triangles
that are needed in order to preserve the close correspondence between the
physical and virtual reality.

Figure 1.4 shows an image of a human face obtained from an optical surface
scanner developed at UCL

 

1

 

 (Figure 1.5). The particular face shown consists of

 

1. http://www.gene.ucl.ac.uk/face/

Figure 1.4
Laser scan of a human face 
produces a 3D point-cloud
Courtesy of Joao Oliveira, 
Department of Computer 
Science, UCL
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64028 (

 

x

 

, 

 

y

 

, 

 

z

 

) points (also referred to as 

 

vertices

 

). The scanning process took
approximately 10 seconds. In order to be usable for 3D graphics display, the
points are organized into triangles. In this case 126108 triangles were obtained.
The surface can be shaded and images can be produced such as that shown in
Figure 1.6. This can be rotated in three dimensions, and thus displayable in
different orientations.  

Figure 1.5
Face scanner
Courtesy of Alf Linney, 
Department of Medical 
Physics, UCL

Figure 1.6
A rendering of the 
laser scanned face
Courtesy of Joao Oliveira, 
Department of Computer 
Science, UCL
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A practical reason for geometric realism is in 

 

virtual prototyping

 

. An object,
installation, aircraft, building, or whatever the case may be is constructed
virtually as part of the process of planning to build the real physical version.
This may be part of the design process, or to examine the impact of the object
on placement in its location, or to prototype its possible usage in situ.

Figure 1.7 (color plate) shows a virtual model of the London Millennium
Eye. This model was constructed as part of the process of design of the usage
of the space behind the Eye itself. Note that the model is geometrically accur-
ate but still does not look real because the lighting and shading are not
realistic. 

Figure 1.8 (color plate) shows a very interesting application of virtual proto-
typing. The Maitreya Project aims to construct a 500 ft (152.4 m) statue of the
Maitreya Buddha in Bodhgaya India. This statue is to last 1,000 years, set in a
landscaped park including monasteries, meditation pavilions, a school, hos-
pital, and study centres. Figure 1.8(a) shows a physical scale model of the statue
made by artists which was used to produce a virtual prototype by laser scan-
ning. The resulting virtual model can be used to get some idea of the enormous
scale of the eventual real statue, in situ in Bodhgaya (Figure 1.8(b)). By locating
the model in virtual reality people can virtually walk through the park and
have some idea of what it will eventually be like to be in the actual park with
the real statue, still many years away from actual construction. The virtual
model is also being used by the artists to refine the design of the statue itself,
for example by trying out different facial structures. The statue is seated on a
throne, which has also been modeled virtually.

Virtual prototyping applications create geometrically real representations
for an essential reason: often the geometry is used as the blueprint for the real
physical object to be constructed. Another reason for geometrical accuracy is
where the virtual model is to be used for a kind of rehearsal of events that are
to take place in a real-life setting. For example, a model of fire pump outlet
valves may be used by maintenance engineers in order to practice and to teach
maintenance (Figure 1.9, color plate). If the geometry is not accurate then
“negative skill transfer” may take place – the trainee may learn a skill in the
virtual world which actually worsens performance in the real world.

 

Illumination realism

 

The virtual statue in Figure 1.8(b) looks real not only in a geometric sense, but
also with respect to its illumination (although the surroundings are not correct
in this regard). In fact the illumination is computed corresponding to how
the statue would reflect sunlight on a particular day in the year, taking into
account the time of day and therefore the angle of the sun. Part of virtual
prototyping in this application also involves considerations of lighting – how
the statue looks in situ does not depend simply on its physical surroundings,
but on its relationship to sunlight.
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Such illumination realism is of great importance in many applications of
computer graphics, the most prominent example being architectural design. It
is critical for architects to understand how their constructions will look under
different lighting conditions, both natural and artificial, for lighting often has
a bearing not just on aesthetics but also on functionality – for example, poorly
lit areas of a city may be avoided because of anticipated crime.

As we shall see in Chapter 3, the computation of correct lighting is an
extremely complex and computationally intensive aspect of computer graphics.
The Buddha picture is relatively simple in terms of lighting – for only one
object is lit, and interreflections between objects are not taken into account at
all. Correct lighting of an interior architectural scene, however, must take into
account the interreflections between all surfaces in the scene, not just the
impact of the lights on each object individually.

The latter approach is called 

 

local illumination

 

 – each object is lit as if it were
the only object in the scene apart from the light sources. 

 

Global illumination

 

refers to a correct computation of the distribution of light in an environment,
where inter-object reflections are taken into account. The images produced by
such a method are sometimes referred to as 

 

photo-realistic

 

, meaning that in
principle such images should be indistinguishable from those taken by a real
camera of the corresponding real scene under appropriate real lighting con-
ditions (Figure 1.10, color plate).

 

Behavioral realism

 

A graphical object might not be the geometric representation of anything real
at all, or perhaps an enormous simplification of something real, and also its
lighting may be completely incorrect in comparison to physics. Nevertheless,
such an object may seem to be completely “real” in some sense to an observer:
for example, it may be a crude depiction of a human being, which nevertheless
arouses an emotional state in observers.

Figure 1.11 (color plate) shows a snapshot from a virtual reality application
that is concerned with developing a therapeutic treatment program for people
who have a phobia of speaking in public (Pertaub 

 

et al

 

., 2001). Looking at this
image it is clear that the characters depicted are not real, and the seminar room
is likewise not real. People enter into a virtual reality and give a talk in front
of the virtual audience. When the audience behaves in a hostile or bored man-
ner, the human speakers exhibit signs of anxiety, and report a much higher
level of anxiety compared to when the audience behaves in a way that is
interested and friendly. Yet the human speakers know for sure that there is no
“audience” there. This reaction cannot be caused by geometric realism in the
virtual characters, because clearly they are not geometrically real. The response
is caused by a degree of behavioral realism – the audience members have
dynamic facial expressions, blink, make eye contact with the speaker, fidget
and shuffle in their chairs, and generally give an exaggerated kind of behavioral
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realism – a characterization of audience friendliness or hostility. It appears that
the human speakers in front of such virtual audiences can’t but help respond to
such behavior, even though intellectually they know full well that the audience
behaviors are entirely the result of a pre-scripted computer animation program.

Generally cartoons work precisely because of their behavioral realism. Imagine
a famous cartoon character, such as Donald Duck. It looks like nothing real on
earth. Yet we recognize and respond to the emotional expressions depicted by
the character, and indeed happily watch whole movies of its adventures. The
stories are then told by people to one another just as if they were describing
real events. The art of creating believable cartoon characters has been studied
by animators such as Disney’s, and are of great value in understanding what is
important about the characterization of emotional expression (Thomas and
Johnston, 1981).

 

Caricatures, impressionism, and iconic representation

 

Figure 1.12 shows a cartoon drawing of a famous person. We all immediately
recognize the caricature of President Clinton – yet from the point of view of
realism it looks in fact nothing like the “real” President. We recognize the
President because the cartoon relies on our existing internal visual cognitive
model of the President. It exaggerates certain key features which provide a
match to our internal representations. Most of the work involved in the depic-
tion is in fact going on inside the minds of the perceivers. The image “lies in
the beholder,” to paraphrase a famous saying. It is the skill of the artist to

Figure 1.12
Cartoon of President 
Clinton
Courtesy of Billy O’Keefe
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understand those features that are essential, and which can be exaggerated in
order to present an illusion that works.

In the world of art there have always been movements offering alternative
representational approaches. Various schools of Realism believe that the pur-
pose of art is to represent “reality.” This was taken to an extreme in the Soviet
Union under Stalin, where the style of “Socialist Realism” came to mean that
art was supposed to present a true characterization of “reality” and anything
else was considered “decadent.”

Realism essentially results in a kind of static visual snapshot, a frozen
moment of time. By abandoning the attempt to be visually accurate, 

 

impres-
sionism

 

 instead provides an effect of movement, aliveness; such paintings seem
to stimulate many senses, not just the visual sense. If we examine the Vincent
Van Gogh painting reproduced in Figure 1.13 (color plate), it clearly is not a
visually “realistic” picture of a river scene at night. Yet it gives a strong impres-
sion of movement: the shimmering of the water, the swaying of the boats, the
old couple walking along by the water front, the sound of the rippling water.
The richness of the painting, one that is clearly not photo-realistic, depicts a
live scene, one where it is easily possible to imagine being there.

Figure 1.14 shows a child’s drawing of a person. Look at it – of course it
looks nothing like a person yet we immediately recognize it as such. Here the
unwitting technique is an iconic representation. Somehow the drawing is
transformed into a picture of a person by stimulating our internal cognitive
visual model of a “person” (what is a person? – a head, a body, two arms, two
legs). Such iconic representation is so powerful that it actually prevents most
of us from being good at drawing. When we draw an object, even when we try
to study it and draw what we believe that we see, we tend to draw what is in
our heads rather than what we are really looking at. In other words, we 

 

look

 

 at
an object, but we don’t 

 

see

 

 it. We draw our internal models rather than con-
structing a drawing based on the sensory information from the external world.

Figure 1.14
A child’s drawing
Courtesy of Amy Goldstein, 
aged 6
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In her remarkable book on drawing, Betty Edwards (1999) shows how we can
become excellent at drawing by interfering with our iconic representations. For
example, try to reproduce the President Clinton cartoon above. At your first
attempt (unless you are already good at drawing) the results will not be too
good. Now turn the cartoon upside down, and copy it again, concentrating on
the strokes that you see, especially those that you see now because upside
down they have lost their meaning, and therefore fail to trigger your internal
cognitive model. When drawing from real life, try to concentrate on the spaces
between surfaces, which are inherently meaningless, rather than on the (mean-
ingful) surfaces themselves. It is a training on how to see, breaking down the
tendency to look and let the sensory information activate your internal repres-
entation causing you to see your own iconic representation of the object. 

We opened this chapter with a quote from Carlos Casteneda. It is part of the
“Sorcerer’s interpretation of the world” that we see what’s in our heads, we see
what we expect to see, relying most of our lives on one interpretation of the
stuff that is the external world, filtered through our own perceptual, cultural,
and ideological systems. Part of the sorcerer’s training is to break down this
fixed iconic interpretation and 

 

see

 

 the world.

 

The tension between realism and real-time

 

This tendency of human beings to iconicize the world is very fortunate indeed
for the program of virtual reality. Why? Because it is extremely difficult to
create “reality” on a computer display. Virtual environments rely on our inher-
ent tendency to generalize from tiny samples of reality to form our experience
of reality. We look at some line strokes supposed to be a “head,” a “body,” “two
legs,” and “two arms,” and we 

 

see

 

 a human being! It is almost impossible to
look at the set of lines in the plane of Figure 1.15 and not see a 3D cube (in
fact two alternative cubes). Computer graphics often aims at realism, but in fact
the results are often highly impressionistic, especially in animation. The pic-
ture of the audience in Figure 1.11 is very much an impressionistic one, as far
removed from visual realism as any cartoon. Yet the application that it illus-
trates invokes the same range of anxiety and emotional responses in humans
as when facing an audience in real life.

Figure 1.15
The Necker cube
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The ideal “realism” in computer graphics means all of the above: geometric
visual realism, behavioral realism, and illumination realism – these given in
increasing order of difficulty. The fundamental tension in computer graphics is
that these can be achieved only at the sacrifice of real-time performance. Yet
real-time performance is essential for virtual reality to work at all.

There are several meanings to “real-time” in this context. First we note that
the computer generates the illusion of movement and change on a display in
exactly the same way as animated cartoons or movies. The computer generates
and displays in correct sequence many images per second. Each image is called
a 

 

frame

 

. The 

 

frame rate

 

 is the number of different images per second actually
displayed. This is usually measured in 

 

Hertz

 

 (Hz). A frame rate of 30 Hz means
30 images per second. If the frame rate is fast enough then human observers
will see one continuously changing scene rather than the individual frames. In
other words, the individual frames are integrated over time to produce a believ-
able continuity of experience. The difference compared to animated cartoons
and movies generally is that the sequence of images forming a cartoon always
plays the same; there is no human intervention once the animation has started.
In virtual environments, however, what is displayed depends on human inter-
vention, so there is no fixed sequence of images, but rather the next image to
be displayed depends on what the person in the VE does. There are several
ways in which this can occur.

 

Real-time walkthrough.

 

The human participant in a VE is able to move
through it and look around it such that there is no noticeable delay between
the intent and the result. For example, the participant forms the intent to turn
his or her head around to the right-hand side. There is about 100 ms delay
while this intent is transformed into the physical action of head turning. We
suppose that the head rotation is tracked and known by the computer which
must then continuously and smoothly update the display in order to display
views of images that would be seen as the head turning. If a person is standing
in front of a virtual building (Figure 1.16, color plate), then some parts of the
building appear to move to their left and others come into view from the right
as they turn their head to the right. There will be a delay in computing and
rendering the next image frame on the display. This is called the display 

 

lag

 

.
The lag actually may change with time – for example, when a person is looking
down the street more houses may be in view and therefore more rendering
must be done, which takes a longer time, than when the participant is staring
straight ahead at a brick wall which obscures most other things in the scene,
and thus significantly less rendering is required. There is, of course, another
component to the overall lag, which is the time that it takes for their head turns
to be transmitted to the computer program by the tracking devices and the
processing of the corresponding data. Ideally the frame rate should be around
60 frames per second. At 10 frames per second the world will appear very jerky,
and immersion in such a world may lead to simulator sickness, a feeling akin
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to sea- or car-sickness. Movies operate at 24 frames per second. Most modern
workstation displays operate at least at 60 Hz.

 

Real-time object interaction.

 

In this case the participant has a means to
change the environment by manipulation of objects within it – for example,
picking something up and placing it somewhere else (Figure 1.17, color plate).
Typically at least one hand of the participant is tracked and may be represented
by a virtual hand in the VE. The computer program has a record throughout
time as to where the virtual hand is located within the VE. When the hand
intersects an object, and an appropriate trigger mechanism is fired, then the
hand can grab hold of the object, and move it in various ways. As far as the
underlying computer graphics rendering is concerned, this is no different from
walkthrough, since each frame renders the scene according to the current state
of each object within it. When the virtual hand moves, its position in the
virtual world is updated in the database representing the scene, and so at the
next rendering it will be shown in its new position. Of course, if there is lag,
then the participant may have a feeling of moving their hand, but actually see
their virtual hand move at a significantly later time (more than 100 ms would
be noticeable). This lag can make the process of object selection and manipu-
lation very difficult within a VE.

 

Interaction within a shared VE.

 

The above examples have supposed an
application running on one computer with its associated displays and tracking
devices, servicing one human participant. However, it is not uncommon for
one VE to be shared by several participants who are geographically situated
around the world (Steed 

 

et al

 

., 1999). Each person of course has a local machine
and displays, but the program and data describing events that occur within the
VE are distributed across a network (such as the Internet). For example, par-
ticipant A in London moves to pick up and move a virtual object. The data
indicating that this has occurred is sent to all the other participants across the
network, and their local copies of the scene database must be updated and their
displays changed in order to reflect this change. Imagine participant A trying
to “shake hands” or pass an object to participant B who may physically be
thousands of miles away (in San Francisco, for example). A picks up the object,
but it may be even seconds later that B sees the object being picked up, so A
is seeing no reaction from B, and therefore decides to put the object down
again; meanwhile B is reaching for the object . . . Clearly this introduces another
delay into the system. No matter how fast (how small the lag) at each local site
in this shared VE, the time involved in data transfer introduces a 

 

latency

 

 into
the system. Each site individually may be running at 60 frames a second (60
Hz) but a latency of as small as 500 ms might completely kill any chance of
meaningful interaction between the participants. (Latency has been studied
extensively by Ellis and colleagues, see for example, Ellis 

 

et al

 

., 1999; Ellis 

 

et al

 

.,
2000.)
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A real-time requirement therefore makes enormous demands on computa-
tional, device, display, and network performance. Intentions should be experi-
enced as being realized “instantaneously.” In fact, as we shall see in the next
section, even in the real world intentions are not realized instantaneously –
there is a delay in the human perceptual and physiological system itself. So
provided that virtual events occur within the margins allowed by human
response times, events can be experienced as instantaneous, but this is far from
being realized on today’s systems.

Compromises are therefore inevitably made: it is impossible today even to
walk through a realistically lit virtual environment in real-time – some aspect
of the illumination realism 

 

must

 

 be sacrificed. In a complex scene it is often
impossible to display each object with its full geometric realism. It may require
tens of thousands of polygons to represent one human body accurately – ima-
gine an application where there are thousands of human bodies, such as in
virtual crowds. This is impossible to realize in real-time on today’s hardware,
so various simplification methods are employed instead; in the extreme, a
human body can be represented by just one polygon, which itself has an image
of a human body painted on it (for example, Tecchia and Chrysanthou, 2000)!
Displaying the full complexity of the motions and movements of an object
may require more computational power than rendering it with global illumina-
tion. A good example here is cloth (Figure 1.18, color plate). The physical
equations are so complex in this case that real-time cloth animation with
correct physical models is again impossible. Instead some compromise with
and simplification of the physical laws governing cloth must be employed.

Finally, in the case of networks supporting shared virtual environments,
there will always be significant and varying networking delays. It is certainly
unreasonable to expect that at each moment each local site will have the
correct state of all objects. Instead prediction algorithms are often employed,
to take into account the state of the network and make best guesses as to the
state of the world.

As we have said, there is an inherent conflict between the demands of realism,
and the requirement for real-time. Computer graphics and its use within VEs
is a compromise, but one that works extremely well, because of the peculiar
properties of the human visual and perceptual system. Such low sampling of
reality is required in order to maintain an illusion of reality, that compromises
with reality generally work. We turn to this in more detail in the next section.

In the summer of 1999 we carried out one of an ongoing series of experiments
at UCL concerned with the notion of 

 

presence

 

 in virtual environments. Presence
is the usually unremarked sense of being in and reacting to events in a place.
It is unremarked because for most of our waking conscious lives there is no
doubt about where we are located, no mystery. We are where we are.

1.5 Presence and immersion
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But where are we?
Human beings may uniquely have the ability to imagine – in an evolution-

ary sense imagination gives the advantage of being able to think ahead, plan
out various strategies for survival, clearly an advantage in terms of natural
selection. But imagination encompasses the invention of scenarios that never
have nor will exist, and we can somehow locate ourselves in those scenarios.
When reading a novel, although we are not “in” the novel, in a strong inter-
pretation of presence we nevertheless do react in a physical sense to the nar-
rative. For example, our heart may be set racing by a particularly dramatic
episode, tears may involuntary come to our eyes as a result of a particularly sad
passage – even though we know full well that in fact no events are actually
taking place, or that they are taking place at a totally different level to that of
the story, the act of reading. We react to the story, but if a character in the
novel screams the warning “Fire!” we are absolutely not going to be in fear of
our lives and run out into the street. At most we might flee the scene of the
fire in our imagination, or 

 

will

 

 the characters of the novel to flee the fire,
anxiously turning the pages to see the outcome of such a dramatic “event.”

Transport yourself to a movie theater. In fact you are sitting down among
many other people, perhaps not far from your home. After a while you are
further transported in time and space to the far distant future on board a
starship. Every so often someone in the theater will cough, or scrunch their
bag of popcorn, or you will feel too cold, or too hot, or perhaps something too
ridiculous to believe happens in the movie, and you are momentarily back in
your seat among the other movie-goers. But the very fact that you “come back”
to the theater means that in a certain sense you were temporarily and virtually
somewhere else. Events will happen in the movie that will make your heart
race, make you jump in your seat, or look away in horror, or bring involuntary
tears to your eyes. But once again, if there is a fire aboard the starship, you’re
not going to rush out of the theater. You may will the heroes to survive with
every ounce of your being, but still it isn’t personal. On one level you have a
sense of presence in a place other than your real physical surroundings, but at
the fundamental level of the location and well-being of your own physical
body, you are clearly present in the movie theater. The movie has engaged your
senses, but the bodily reaction is very limited – some autonomic responses such
as increased heart rate, perhaps sweating, perhaps involuntary jumps or gasps,
but your whole body remains firmly sitting there along with all the others in
the theater. 

The other interesting feature about the movie experience is that although it
is a shared experience in one sense, lots of people experiencing the same events
at the same time, it is not shared in the sense that the other movie-goers are
not up there with you “in” the movie. Even if you attend the movie with your
closest friend, in the best movie they will become oblivious to you until it is
over, when you walk out together exchanging experiences and commentaries.

Now suppose that it is one of those 3D movies, where you put on special
glasses that integrate a left- and right-eye view into one overall stereo 3D visual
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experience. A missile comes flying toward you, up close to your face – there is
a strong probability that you will physically duck your head, and try to avoid
the impact. Even though intellectually you know that there is no missile,
there’s still some part of your brain that doesn’t really know that it is virtual,
and will react as if it were real. It is still very unlikely that if someone in the
3D movie shouts “Fire!” you will actually run out of your seat and leave the
theater. In fact you are only rooted in the world of the film while you are
sitting in your seat. Leaving your seat would be breaking the unspoken contract
that you have with the movie director to stay in that world for the duration.
You are only present in the movie while you stay in your seat, but being rooted
to the seat is also a sign of not being present in the movie scenario. Your
attention switches between the movie scenario and the real theater, you have
some bodily reactions that belong to the movie scenario for sure, but your
overall state is rooted in the theater.

Now you are at home playing the computer game based on the movie. You
are totally involved in the events of the game, which is an online one shared
by thousands of people throughout the world. Once again, a character in the
game shouts “Fire!” Your heart races as you manipulate your avatar out of
danger – in the world of the game. Of course, you have many physical reac-
tions, perhaps you sway from side to side in your seat as the escape vehicle is
buffeted by the explosion of the mother ship, but your physical body has to
remain rooted in the physical chair of this world, in order for your attention
to stay in that virtual world. There is some crossover, that is, events in the
virtual world are crossing over to the real world to a limited extent, causing
you to move and act in the real world, but those movements are quite different
from what you would be doing if you were in the real scenario.

Now you are in bed; it was a particularly powerful movie and game, which
have together sparked a dream, one of your more memorable realistic dreams.
You are fully there in the scenario of the movie, on board the starship, engag-
ing the Romulans in battle. Now if someone shouts “Fire!” you surely do your
utmost to escape the devastation . . . only you don’t, you’re in bed, asleep.
During a dream your capacity for motor movements is entirely shut down, you
are essentially paralyzed; your autonomic nervous system is of course function-
ing to keep you breathing, some of your senses are still alert to help you avoid
danger (e.g., a smell of burning will likely wake you up), but you are unable to
physically move any of your limbs. Your eyes move rapidly from side to side
during dreaming, in so-called REM (rapid eye movement) sleep. The discovery
of REM sleep (Aserinsky and Kleitman, 1953) was an important breakthrough
both in understanding the cycles of sleep and in understanding dreaming. The
chances are that if you are awoken during REM sleep you will be interrupted
from a dream, but not if you are awoken in non-REM sleep (LaBerg, 1985). So
dreaming gives a very strong sense of presence in an alternate reality, only once
again your real physical body is firmly grounded in the real world of the
bedroom. However, dreams often contain an important overlap between the
two locales of presence (the dream locale and the physical locale). Sigmund
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Freud (Freud, 1983) reported the occurrence of 

 

incorporation

 

 – that is, where an
event in the physical world of the dreamer becomes part of the mental world
of the dream. Maury’s famous dream about the French Revolution is docu-
mented where a piece of paper fell on his neck during sleep, which in the
dream was interpreted as the fall of the guillotine.

In dreams the fantastic may happen (Figure 1.19) but our dreaming mind
does not question these events. Returning to Carlos Casteneda’s sorcerer Don
Juan, a person of power can learn to become conscious during dreaming. One
way to do this is to be critical in everyday life: where am I? Is this happening?
How did I get here? This more critical attitude can spill over into our dreaming
self, and through such introspection we can become aware that we are dream-
ing. Don Juan suggested setting up an instruction to look at your hands, and
then away into the dream scene, and then at your hands again, as a way of
helping to stabilize the dream scenario. Now in this dream state, you are fully
conscious that it is a dream, you become very conscious of the seeming phys-
icality of your dream body, and can, with practice, change the dream scenario
at will – like you become the movie director and you’re very much also in the
movie. You can put the fire out with an act of your dreaming intent. Your
conscious presence is in the scenario of the dream, but your physical presence
remains once again in the physical place of your sleeping body. Stephen LaBerg
of the Dream Research Laboratory of Stanford University has studied such lucid
dreaming extensively (LaBerg, 1985). He utilized the eye movements of REM
sleep so that lucid dreamers could signal the onset of a dream (while staying
in the dream) to experimenters, thus for the first time opening up a simple
communications channel between dreamer and external observer.

In The Graphics and Imaging Laboratory at the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill there is a wide area tracking system mounted over an entire

Figure 1.19
Engraving of the prophet 
Jacob having a dream
George Bernard/Science Photo 
Library
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ceiling of 4.5 by 8.5 metres, with more than 2 m of height variation, with about
2,000 samples per second, and no more than 0.5 mm of error (Welch 

 

et al

 

., 2001).
It tracks the head position and movements of a participant in a VE who wears
a head-mounted display (HMD). The HMD delivers separate left- and right-eye
images leading to a full 3D stereo view. Wherever the participant turns his or
her head they will still be looking at visual streams entirely from the VE – the
real world is completely shut out. The HMD can also deliver surround-sound
audio. Since the head is tracked over a wide area, the participant can also really
walk around and still be completely inside the VE (Usoh 

 

et al

 

., 1999). In some
experiments the VE has consisted of a kitchen scenario, where simple plaster-
board replicas have been placed in the real world in registration with their
location in the virtual world. Thus the VE becomes a kind of superimposition
of virtual over real. The space is the same in each, and there is some correspond-
ence between physical objects in the laboratory and their virtual counterparts
in the VE. If a participant reaches out to touch a kitchen table top, he or she
will feel the plasterboard in the real world – thus superimposing the physical
sensation of touch over the visual sensations from the HMD.

Now imagine that you are inside this scenario, the virtual kitchen, that you
have been walking around exploring for a while. You have walked the length
of the kitchen and adjoining rooms, and reached out and touched some
objects. You are in the virtual kitchen, and suddenly you see that something
on the stove has caught fire. You smell the burning, you feel some heat coming
from that direction. You hear someone shout “Fire, get out of the kitchen!” You
know that in reality you are standing in a laboratory, wearing a helmet. Every
impulse in your body makes you want to get out of the kitchen. You know that
it is ridiculous behavior, because “really” there is no fire, and even before the
experiment started the experimenters told you that this would happen, but
nevertheless you feel much safer walking out of the kitchen, and putting some
distance between yourself and the sight, smell, and feeling of the burning
stove. Not only is your heart racing but you really have walked, your whole
body has been engaged.

The above experiment has not been actually carried out. However, a simpler
one with startling results, that supports the hypothesis that you would move
out of the virtual kitchen, has been carried out in a collaboration between UNC
and UCL. The subjects of this experiment started off in a VE depicting a small
room, and an adjoining room. In the small room they learned how to pick up
and hold a box. They were then instructed to take the box into the second
room, and place it on a chair at the far side of the room. This seems a simple
enough task.

Figure 1.20 (color plate) shows the second room. From the outside it looks
normal, but as soon as you enter it you see that the whole center of the floor
is missing, and you are looking down into a pit of about 8 meters in depth. So
to get to the chair on the other side you either have to walk around the edge
of the room, precariously close to the edge of the pit, or else of course you can
walk right across the empty space and quickly reach the chair. Now you know
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that there is no pit, and that if you step into the void nothing will happen.
Nevertheless, the vast majority of subjects took the awkward route of walking
around the edge, many of them with a very strong sense of vertigo. Visitors to
the laboratory report a high degree of anxiety about getting close to the edge
of the pit, with reactions much like those they would experience in a similar
room in the real world. Intellectually they know for sure that no harm can
come to them, yet there is some fundamental part of their perceptual system
that does not understand this, that reacts to what it sees: there is a pit, it is
dangerous, I must avoid it. The fact that this sense of presence is generated
has been exploited for psychotherapy for fear of heights (Rothbaum 

 

et al

 

.,
1995). The responses are the same as those of the public speaking application
of Figure 1.11. There is no audience, but the reaction is as if there is one.

In the case of an 

 

immersive virtual environment

 

, the 

 

crossover

 

 is very high.
Participants react to events in the virtual world with their whole bodies. Our
examples of the fire and the pit are rather dramatic, but this crossover also
occurs in very mundane ways. In an immersive virtual environment, to look
underneath a table, for example, the participant has to bend down; to reach to
an object that is high – such as placing a virtual book on a virtual shelf – the
participant has to stretch upwards. The participant can look behind by a whole
body turn of 180 degrees. The participant can jump up and down. A strong
notion of presence may therefore be defined as the extent of crossover from
virtual environment to the real world: the greater the extent to which the
participant uses his or her whole body, reacting to and initiating events in the
virtual world much as he or she would to similar events in the real world,
the greater the degree of presence. This is also a feedback loop, because the
greater the sense of presence, the more that participants will use their bodies
in natural ways.

We have used the term immersive virtual environment, and talked about
immersion. Some authors have used the terms immersion and presence inter-
changeably, but we prefer to distinguish between them. Presence is a state of
consciousness, a state of being in the location of the virtual world, and there
are behavioral signs of presence as discussed above. It really only makes
sense to talk about “presence” when there are signals from at least two com-
peting environments: for example, the real world of the laboratory and the
virtual world being experienced through the HMD and other devices. Imagine
that the virtual world is supposed to be a hot desert, but the real world of the
laboratory is freezing cold: to which set of signals will the participant respond
at any moment? If there are signals from only one environment, then there is
no issue of presence: the participant is present in that one environment,
though knowing this is useless information.

Now 

 

immersion

 

 in an environment is related to the quantity and quality of
sensory data that is from that environment. It is the extent to which the
computer system delivers a surrounding stereo 3D environment, one that shuts
out sensations from the “real world,” accommodates many sensory modalities,
and has rich representational capability (described, for example, in Slater and
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Wilbur, 1997). These are measurable aspects of a VE system. For example, given
two VE systems, and other things being equal, if one allows the participant to
turn their head in any direction at all and still receive visual information only
from within the VE then this is in our definition a more “immersive” system
than one where the participant can only see VE visual signals along one fixed
direction (as when looking at a small screen). Given two systems, if one has a
larger field of view (FOV) than the other, then the first is more immersive than
the second. The field of view is the angle subtended by the visual system. With
our normal vision we have a field of view of approximately 180 degrees hori-
zontally and about 120 degrees vertically. Typical HMDs only deliver FOVs of
about 60 and 40 degrees respectively. As another example, if one system gen-
erates shadows in real-time and the other does not, then again, the first is more
immersive. This is an example of the quality of the display. Finally, if two
systems are the same in all respects but one includes sound and the other does
not, the one with sound is more immersive. These are examples of what is
meant by more or less “immersion.” Clearly metrics can be established for each
of these attributes which are descriptions of the system, rather than of particip-
ants’ responses to the system. Presence is a human response; immersion is a
description of the system itself.

Immersion as described is only part of the equation: it is to do with the
display of sensory data: visual, auditory, and haptic, where haptic refers to
sensations of touch and force feedback. It should ideally also include sensations
of heat, and olfaction (smell), though these are rarely tackled in VEs. The other
part of the equation is the extent and efficiency of tracking. A typical VE system
tracks the participant’s head and one hand. The orientation and absolute posi-
tion of each is continually sampled by the tracking system, and this informa-
tion is relayed to the computer, which adjusts the state of objects in its
database accordingly, and carries out appropriate actions depending on colli-
sion events. At least as the participant’s body moves, the corresponding avatar
representation is updated. When a collision occurs between some tracked part
of the body and some other object, an action might be generated depending
on the properties and behaviors of that object. We have already mentioned
lag and latency in tracking and world updates. The overall accuracy of the
tracking depends on the geometrical accuracy (i.e., the degree of error involved
in locating an object and its orientation in space), the sampling rate (number
of samples per second), and the speed at which the data can be delivered to
the computer and interpreted for use in displaying the state of the ongoing
application.

The final piece in the presence equation is the participant’s proprioceptive
sense. Proprioception refers to the internal (unconscious) mental model that a
person has regarding the current state and disposition of their body. It is as if
we have a real physical body and a corresponding mental body. In order to
know where your left foot is right now, you shouldn’t need to look – your
proprioceptive sense (together with other corresponding tactile information)
will inform you. Sometimes the proprioceptive sense can be out of synch with
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the real body disposition (for example, a person can be hunched over and yet
feel that they are standing up straight – see Sacks (1998), for various examples
of such behavior), but normally it is an accurate representation of the state of
the body. It works together with the sense of balance and the two together
provide an internal mental model of the overall disposition of the body, the
limbs, and their current movement.

Now a necessary condition for presence is that sensory data and propriocep-
tion match one another. A participant feels the sensation of moving his or her
arm, and correspondingly sees the virtual arm of the avatar move. If the arm
is moved towards a flame then ideally there should be a felt sensation of heat.
The higher the degree of immersion, and the greater the overall match between
sensory data and proprioception, the greater the degree of presence. 

Walking in a VE is a very good example of this. Moving through a VE may
be accomplished by really walking (as in the example of the UNC ceiling
tracker) or by some artificial means, such as pressing a button on a mouse.
In the first the participant has all the proprioceptive sensation of walking, and
the accompanying sensory data of visual flow. In the case of the mouse button,
the visual flow indicates movement, but the proprioceptive system reports
that the participant is standing still pressing a mouse button. Sometimes the
imperative to match visual and proprioceptive information is so great that
participants will start to really walk once they have pressed the mouse button
and experienced the visual flow. A discussion of the issue of walking can be
found in Usoh et al. (1999).

Now let’s return to the 1999 experiment at UCL mentioned at the start of
this section. Twenty people were randomly selected and arbitrarily split into
two groups of 10. Both groups were instructed to find a red box hidden in a
laboratory area. One group carried out the task in the real lab, the other group
carried out the task in a virtual copy of the lab. At the end of their search each
subject was asked to fill out two completely different questionnaires that attempted
to elicit their sense of presence during their search experience (Usoh et al.,
2000). One questionnaire attempted to elicit presence based on six questions
on the following themes: the sense of being in the laboratory, the extent to
which it became the dominant reality, and the extent to which the laboratory
space was remembered as a place, rather than just as images. The second ques-
tionnaire ( Witmer and Singer, 1998) consisted of 32 questions based on themes
concerned with factors thought to correlate with presence, such as the extent
to which the person felt in control, the sense of involvement in the visual
environment, and so on. The remarkable result of this experiment was that the
scores for the degree of presence exhibited by the two groups were almost
identical – that is, both those who had only experienced the real lab, and those
who had only experienced the virtual lab, on the average reported the same
overall degree of presence.

Figure 1.21 (color plate) shows images of the real and virtual labs. The real
lab is far more – well, “realistic” – it is full of detail and clutter, there is no way
that the virtual lab in which half the participants were immersed could be
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mistaken for reality! Now the conclusion reached by the experimenters was
that the questionnaires themselves could not distinguish between real and
virtual experiences – in other words, that each experience was considered by
the subjects as self-contained, and their degree of presence in the virtual world
was not in comparison to the degree of presence in the real world, but rather
relativized to that particular experience judged against some ideal. Another
conclusion was that subjects in an experiment will usually try to find meaning
in the questions asked of them by the experimenters. If while obviously receiv-
ing sense data only from the real world they are asked questions relating to
their sense of presence in that world, since they are obviously actually present,
they may reinterpret the question to be something meaningful to them – such
as their degree of interest, comfort or involvement. However, it is still remark-
able that given the extreme simplicity of the virtual environment depicting the
lab, the overall presence scores were as high as those for the real lab, for a
randomly selected group of people.

Throughout the whole human existence it has been the case that what we
see is where we are. More precisely, as we turn our heads and bodies around,
and as we move around, there is no doubt that the sensory information that
we receive depicts our location, where we are. Immersive virtual reality breaks
that paradigm – what we see is not where we are, but has been generated by a
computer on displays. Where we are is hidden from us by those displays.
Although while in such an experience we know for sure that we are really
where we really are (i.e., typically in a laboratory wearing a helmet that is
attached to a computer), our sensory systems process the visual and other sense
data from the virtual world in exactly the same way as any other “normal”
sense data. Our perceptual systems do not know at a fundamental level that
the environment we are seeing is illusory – therefore it cannot help but
respond in just the same way that it would do given similar scenes in the real
world. A virtual pit stimulates the same response in the autonomic nervous
system as a real pit – no matter how much we repeat to ourselves “I know that
it isn’t real.”

What we see is where we are, but where we are is in our heads! The readers
of a novel automatically and unthinkingly translate the text into an internal
scenario in their head, and respond to events in that scenario. The movie-goer
and game player also transform the external visual and auditory data into an
internal mental scenario – only the cues are richer, closer to what would be
experienced as sensory data in reality. In immersive virtual environments, the
same is true again – only here the sensory data is almost as overwhelming as
it is in reality. The cues are more immediately related to the internal scenario
that we create in our heads, only in this case, compared to text or a movie, the
amount of transformation from the form of the media to our internal model
is significantly less, and also we can change the ongoing flow of events through
actions involving our whole body. Additionally in this case we see many of the
same visual phenomena based on our movement that we see in reality. As we
move our heads, objects that were not in view come into view, and objects that
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were in view disappear from view. The visibility relationships between objects
change – an object that fully covered another object, now only partially covers
it. There is full perspective foreshortening, that changes appropriately as our
view changes. Most importantly, there is a parallax effect – as we move our
heads from side to side it appears that objects closer to us move faster across
our field of view than objects that are further away, and also the nearer objects
seem to slide against the background of the objects further away.

In reality sensory cues from the external world coalesce with our internal
mental representations of reality, and we operate from our internal representa-
tions, rather than being wholly driven and determined by sensory data from the
real world. People become present in the virtual lab because in spite of the
representational simplicity, they see tables, chairs, lights, and walls, and move
through a spatial arrangement of these things as in everyday life. They interact
with a model of the environment in their heads which has been sparked by
visually sampling the virtual environment, by glimpsing the abstractly portrayed
virtual objects. In much the same way as we look at a picture of some lines and
see a 3D cube, or look at a “head,” “body,” “two arms,” and “two legs” and see
a “person,” so in the VE we perceive recognizable objects that form a space in
which we are immersed, and in which we can have a sense of presence. But we
do exactly the same in reality too! Hence from this point of view it is not
surprising that presence scores for the real world and the virtual world can be
the same.

The above discussion may appear to be speculative, but very strong scientific
evidence supports this view: that virtual reality works (induces presence)
because it triggers exactly the same perceptive mechanisms as reality. We turn
to this in the next section, inspired by the ideas of Professor L. Stark, University
of California at Berkeley (Stark, 1995; Stark and Choi, 1996; Stark, Privitera,
Yang, Azzariti, Ho, Blackmon and Chernyak, 2001), and also by Professor Richard
Gregory (Gregory, 1998b).

“Virtual reality works because reality is virtual” 

Professor Lawrence Stark, University of California, Berkeley

Reality is virtual

When we look around we experience a spatial and temporal continuum form-
ing a very high resolution visual flow which sees a world in 3D. Wherever we
look we see with high clarity, that is, each point in our vision is fully in focus,
there are no spatial gaps in our visual flow, and there is temporal continuity,
no gaps in time. This is, however, an illusion (Stark, 1995). Let’s consider some
of the reasons why.

1.6 How virtual environments work
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Fixate your vision on some point in your present environment. Notice that
the point on which your gaze is fixed and a small area around it has (for
normal vision) the highest degree of clarity, not simply with respect to acuity,
but also with respect to color. While maintaining your gaze on this one spot,
become aware of regions that are further and further into the periphery of your
field of vision. Notice that what is seen in these regions is not in focus, and
that colors, if perceived at all, are more washed out. Examine Figure 4.4 on
page 93 which shows a diagram of the human eye, and read the associated text,
in particular the first paragraph (see “A Simple Model for the Visual System”
on page 93). Note that the retina, onto which images are projected, contains
millions of photo-sensitive receptor cells (rods and cones) which transform
light energy into electrical signals transmitted to the visual cortex of the brain
via the optic nerve. There is only one tiny region of the retina that is responsible
for between 0.5 and 2 degrees of high resolution vision (the macula which
contains the fovea). The retinal image is in focus only in this small region. The
macula is a minute shallow depression on the retina (approximately 6 mm by
7 mm) which contains only the types of photo-sensitive receptor cells respon-
sible for high acuity and color vision (the cones). The fovea (approximately
1.5 mm by 1.5 mm) is that region just behind the macula which has the
highest concentration of the cone photoreceptors. This is shown in Figure 1.22.
Light is focused by the optical properties of the eye onto the part of the retina
which is the fovea for direct ahead vision, which results in fine detail and high
color sensitivity.

So we only have high acuity vision at one small area of the visual field but
we seem to see with high acuity everywhere. This is because our eyes are
continually moving, and wherever we look, of course, is brought into the
fovea, and therefore has great clarity. Vision is a sampling process, consisting
of a sequence of alternate eye movements (often called saccades) and fixations.

FINE VISION

Optic nerve Fovea

Macula

Figure 1.22
The fovea as a region of 
high vision
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The fixations bring information into the fovea (and of course also to the whole
retina). The saccades move the eye from point to point as the environment is
sampled. There are about three such fixations (or foveations) per second.

Now when you walk into a room (for example) the sampled information
from such a process is actually relatively low. A few glances around the room
and you already have a sense of seeing the whole room. First establish (or more
commonly you already know) what kind of room: bedroom, kitchen, lounge,
classroom, laboratory, and so on. Every room has a four walls, a floor and a
ceiling, a door, and usually some windows. You see them, you see the other
typical things associated with that kind of room, and you already have “seen
the whole room.”

It is easy to verify that you have not “seen the whole room.” Try the follow-
ing simple experiment, perhaps when you are next in a place which is not
overly familiar to you. Look around as you would normally to get an idea of
that place, let’s suppose that it is a room, a library room, an office, or whatever.
Now set up a mental filter, by saying to yourself “I want to see red.” Look
around the room again, without trying to see red things, but just have the
intention in your mind to see red things. There is a high probability that your
eyes will seemingly magically be drawn to red objects that beforehand you had
not noticed were there at all, or that you had not noticed were red. Now repeat
the same experiment again, but with a different filter: “I want to see green” –
once again, you will probably become aware of green objects in your environ-
ment that were not seen before. You can repeat the same command to yourself
even with more abstract intentions: “I want to see round shapes,” “I want to
see rectangles,” “I want to see horizontal stripes,” and so on. The latter may be
particularly interesting: for example, you might suddenly see alignments
between surfaces or edges that you had never seen before, even if you are in
a relatively familiar place. Suddenly edges seem to line up, or you notice a
horizontal grid or pattern on some appliance that you’ve never noticed before.
There are many many ways of seeing an environment. You can change the way
that you see by setting up specific commands to change perceptual filters. You
can even vary this experiment by setting up very unusual filters: for example,
suppose you are indoors or on an underground train; you might say: “I want
to see trees” – and suddenly aspects of the environment will coalesce into tree-
like shapes in quite unexpected ways.

The scanpath is the sequence of alternating saccades and fixations repeated
over and over again when looking at an environment or picture (Stark and
Choi, 1996). About 90 percent of the time is spent in fixations, revisiting the
same points of interest in the scene, as if repeatedly verifying the notion, for
example, that “yes, this is a room” and checking and rechecking various points
of interest in the room. However, it is an illusion that you have seen the whole
room – many, many details and even some gross features would have entirely
escaped you. What you will notice is difference, however. If in some way this
is not a normal room then it is likely that you will be puzzled, and be gen-
erating and testing many alternative explanations for whatever it is that is
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puzzling. Since we know that a room has four walls, a floor and a ceiling,
arranged almost always as a cuboid, it is extremely hard to overcome this very
strong presupposition.

Figure 1.23 (color plate) shows two young children standing in a room
known as the Ames Room, named after a famous ophthalmologist, Adelbert
Ames, Jnr, who first assembled this structure in 1946. (It can be experienced,
for example, in the San Francisco Exploratorium.) The first illusion associated
with this is that it looks like a normal room. The second illusion is the massive
difference in size of the children. How is this possible? In all our experience
we never encounter rooms with slanted floors, with non-cuboid shapes, and
with walls not joining at right-angles. This room is constructed in such a way
(Gregory, 1998a, pp. 32–36) so as to give the appearance of being “normal”
from this viewpoint, but in fact it is not at all. The floor is sloping, the walls
are not at right-angles. The larger twin is much nearer to our viewpoint than
the smaller one. However, our visual system, because it knows about rooms,
seems to insist on seeing the impossibility of the two different sized children
rather than see the more likely hypothesis of a distorted spatial structure.2

So the first point is that our visual systems sample an environment by
scanpath sequences, repeatedly returning again and again to the same regions
of interest, verifying our internal mental models about what it is we are sup-
posed to be seeing. In fact, what we see can be said to be already in our heads,
we are seeing in our mind’s eye, and what is being actively scanned from the
environment is used more as evidence, hypothesis verification, rather than being
the direct “cause” of what we see. We see what is in our mind’s eye, and use
sampled visual information to verify this. We verify it by continually checking
and rechecking our environment, looking for confirmation or contradiction.
The scanpath itself is driven by our internal mental model of where we are
more than by what is “out there” – since our model itself determines what are
the regions of interest that form part of the verification. Change the model and
the scanpath itself changes.

Look at Figure 1.24 – what do you see first of all, a duck or a rabbit? Whatever
you see, try to see the other interpretation now. Become aware of your differing
automatic eye movements in response to which of the two interpretations you
see. Your eye movements are governed by your model of what it is you are
looking at – and they change depending on what you decide. There is a different
way to look at the image depending on whether it is a duck or a rabbit. The
“external world” – that is, the marks on the page – are of course invariant, so cannot
in themselves be a cause of the different patterns of your eye movements.

Figure 1.25 shows another very famous example of such ambiguous figures.
At first glance you might see an old woman with a prominent chin, or the head

2. For a true feast of such anomalies visit the Mystery Spot in Santa Cruz, California,
http://www.mysteryspot.com
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of a young woman looking away. Can you change your interpretation of the
figure? If so, notice again how the pattern of your eye movements changes.

Figure 1.26 shows another famous example: you may see a vase, or you may
see the side view of two faces looking at one another. Stark et al. (2001) used
a variant of this figure and recorded the scanpaths for subjects, who were given
cues that reinforced the notion that it was a vase, or cues that reinforced the
notion that it was two faces. Figure 1.27(a) shows the scanpath for a subject
who was cued to see the image as two faces. The scanpath for the same subject
seeing the image as a vase is shown in Figure 1.27(b). Notice that the scanpaths
are quite different (there is a way to look at two faces which is different from
the way to look at a vase), and the difference in such scanpaths for the subjects
in the experiment as a whole was statistically significant. This is evidence that
the scanpath is driven by our top-down cognitive model of what we are look-

Figure 1.24
A duck or a rabbit?

Figure 1.25
Young or old woman?
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ing at rather than only by what it is that we are observing – for obviously the
latter is invariant in these examples of ambiguous figures. 

Figure 1.28 shows an example from another experiment carried out by Stark
and colleagues (Stark et al., 2001). Subjects looked at a target set of letters
shown on a grid for 20 seconds and their scanpath was recorded. An example
target is shown in Figure 1.28(a) and the corresponding scanpath in Figure 1.28(b).
They repeated this twice, the second time looking for 7 seconds. Then they
were asked to look at a blank grid (Figure 1.28(c)) and to visualize the target.
Again their scanpaths were recorded (for example, Figure 1.28(d)). The figure
illustrates the similarity of the two scanpaths. Analysis of the data for the
whole experiment showed that there was no significant difference between the

Figure 1.27
Scanpaths for two-faces 
and vase interpretations
Courtesy of Professor Lawrence 
Stark, University of California, 
Berkeley

Figure 1.26
A vase or two faces?
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scanpaths while looking at the target, and the corresponding scanpaths that
were generated without any actual physical stimulus – in other words these
scanpaths were generated by seeing in the mind’s eye. Therefore, the evidence
suggests that what we see in the external world, as indicated by the scanpath,
is controlled not simply by the “stuff” of the external world, but by our internal
cognitive models.

Our internal cognitive models are so strong that they can override what is
actually “out there” and insist on seeing something for which there is no actual
sensory data. Consider Figure 1.29 which shows a famous example of this. You
will most likely see a triangle on top of three disks, with the triangle a brighter
white than the surrounding page. You will probably even see the edges of the

Figure 1.28
Scanpath for a target 
in the mind’s eye
Courtesy of Professor Lawrence 
Stark, University of California, 
Berkeley

Figure 1.29
Kanizsa’s triangle
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triangle in the empty space between the disks. Your perceptual system insists
that there is a triangle there, because it has formed the hypothesis that what
you are looking at is a white triangle placed over the three black disks. This is
a much more likely explanation of what is seen rather than the true explana-
tion that it is simply three disks with triangular portions cut out. Our percep-
tual system has filled in triangular edges, even in the empty space, which we
cannot help but see, even though intellectually we know that they are not
there, so strong is our internal model of what we are looking at.

This is a relatively “high level” example of this dominance of the cognitive
model. There is another lower-level example, which clearly illustrates how the
perceptual system literally fills in information that seems to be missing. Take
another look at Figures 1.22 and 4.4 depicting the human eye. You will notice
that signals are sent from the retina through to the visual cortex via the optic
nerve. Where the optic nerve intersects with the retina there are no photo-
sensitive receptor cells (no rods or cones). So there must be gaps in our visual
field corresponding to these regions in both eyes. However, you are not aware
of these gaps. It is possible to become aware of them, however, with a simple
experiment. Hold out your left hand at arm’s length, but with your hand and
forefinger pointing to the right. Close your left eye, and align the tip of your
forefinger with the bridge of your nose. Now similarly hold out your right hand
at arm’s length with your right-hand forefinger pointing towards the left. Your
right arm should initially make approximately a 45 degree angle with the left.
Now with your left eye closed, fixate your gaze on the tip of the forefinger of
your left hand, and slowly bring the forefinger of your right hand towards the
left (Figure 1.30). At some moment the tip of the forefinger of your right hand

Figure 1.30
How to see the gap left 
by the optic nerve
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will disappear! As you keep moving your right hand towards the left, the tip
of the forefinger of your right hand will come back into vision again. The gap
in vision corresponds to the area on the retina of your right eye where the
optic nerve is.

Now why are we not usually aware of the discontinuity in vision caused by
the optic nerve? It is because the visual system (probably at the level of pro-
cessing in the retina itself ) does some basic image processing based on infer-
ences about what the visual experience ought to be by integrating information
across neighboring areas. This is illustrated in Figure 1.31, due to R.L. Gregory.
Fixate your gaze on the black circular blob towards the bottom right-hand corner
of the figure. You will become aware that the circular gap in the horizontal
lines soon disappears, and you may even see the horizontal lines slowly spread

Figure 1.31
The disk-shaped gap 
disappears when you 
fixate on the blob
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themselves across the gap to eliminate it. Our visual system forms the hypothesis
that “really” it is much more likely for there to be a continuum of horizontal
lines everywhere rather than this unexpected gap – so it eliminates the gap.

There is another very important example of how the visual system overrides
sensory data with higher-level cognitive information; this is called size con-
stancy scaling (Gregory, 1998b). Again this can be illustrated with another sim-
ple experiment suggested by R.L. Gregory. Hold out both hands, one at arm’s
length and the other at approximately half arm’s length, with each hand facing
you. Make a large separation between your hands. Close one eye and compare
the sizes of your two hands – they look about the same – they are the size of
hands! Now bring them close together, now one looks like the hand of a child
in comparison to the other one (Figure 1.32). Our visual system compensates
for the smaller area of the projection of objects on the size of the retina for
objects that are known to be further away, or as directly induced by perspective
cues in the image. Look at people near you and people in the distance. They
look about the same size – the size of people! – yet the areas occupied on the
retina are very different. If you look at a house or building in a typical street,
it looks large (even though the proportion of retinal image it occupies will be
relatively small). However, if you fly above a set of houses and look down on
them, they look unreal, like a toytown village. We are used to seeing such
buildings from ground level – our perceptual systems have little experience in

Figure 1.32
The size of hands
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seeing such objects from above. Size constancy scaling therefore makes things
appear to be of different size than the actual sensory information which forms
their images on the retina. However, a picture taken by a camera does not
include constancy scaling, so that when we examine such a picture as in Figure
1.32 we see immediately that the images are actually of different sizes.

In another experiment suggested by R.L. Gregory (Gregory, 1998b) we can
experience constancy scaling at work directly. Stare at a bright light for a few
seconds, in order to form a good after-image. Then look at a wall in a room
and notice the size of the after-image as if it were projected on the wall. Now
as you move closer to the wall the after-image will become smaller. As you
move away from the wall it will become larger. This is direct evidence that the
apparent size of the image is changing with distance, even though the retinal
image remains constant in size. Depth is one cue that constancy scaling is
based on, the other is perspective. We consider this in the next section.

Seeing in 3D

With our two eyes we see the world in three dimensions. Each eye receives
a slightly different view of the world and the visual system fuses these into
one three-dimensional stereo view. The difference in the two images is called
binocular disparity. Of course the simplest way to see this is to look somewhere
in the environment where you are located now, and alternately switch between
your two eyes, with at any moment one open and the other closed. Notice how
the image shifts horizontally from left to right and back again, demonstrating
the disparity. Notice also that the disparity is much greater for nearer objects
than it is for objects further away.

Another way to experience this is to use Figure 1.33(a) (color plate). Get a
stiff piece of paper, say A4 or US-letter sized, and hold one of the shorter edges
lined up with the vertical dividing line between the two images, and the paper
coming out at right angles from the book page. Now position your nose so that
it is touching and lined up with the other shorter edge. Check that with your
left eye you can see only the left image (by closing your right eye) and similarly
with your right eye you can see only the right image. Now open both eyes and
allow the two images to fuse into one. It will seem as if there are two sheets
of paper, and between them a full stereo 3D image, with the man running
towards you and the tunnel receding into the distance. This should be a very
powerful effect.

This same figure can be used to illustrate two other very important aspects
of seeing: accommodation and convergence. First, look again at Figure 4.4 on
page 93, and notice the lens. By far the greatest optical power in the eye comes
from the cornea, filled with a liquid called the aqueous humor. The lens is used
for fine adjustments in order to bring a point of interest into full focus on the
fovea. The lens is controlled by the ciliary muscles, which act to control its
thickness, and thus its optical properties. Accommodation is that process of
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adjusting the lens to bring points in the scene into focus. Convergence on the
other hand is that process whereby the eyes rotate inwards in order to focus
on objects that are nearby, and rotate outwards, becoming parallel, for objects
that are far away (Figure 1.34). Convergence is a very powerful cue for 3D
vision, for the experience of depth in a scene.

In normal vision accommodation and convergence work together. This is
not, however, a physiological necessity, but something that is learned. It is easy
to illustrate that in virtual reality, where an entirely illusory 3D view is gener-
ated, the connection between accommodation and convergence breaks down.
Look again at Figure 1.33, and this time gaze successively at the running man,
and then at successive points down the tunnel. You should have the experience
of changes in convergence as you fixate your gaze on each of these different
parts of the scene at different virtual distances. How about accommodation?
This of course is fixed, since in order to see the image at all in high clarity you
must be focused on the sheet of paper containing the images. So convergence
changes, but accommodation is fixed. This is believed by some practitioners to
cause a degree of eye strain when using virtual reality equipment such as head-
mounted displays, but no long-term effects on vision have been found.

Now close one eye and look around you (so many experiments!). What a
surprise, the world is still seen in 3D! How is this possible, because we have
shown above that the experience of 3D is premised on binocular disparity?
How is it that TV and movies give such a strong impression of 3D that we do
not even think about the fact that really we are obviously seeing entirely 2D

Figure 1.34
Convergence: for near 
objects the eyes rotate 
inwards
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images? How come we are afraid of 2D monsters, and why is it that 2D thrillers
thrill us, and 2D comedy makes us laugh? This is because there are many other
cues to the 3Dness of a scene other than binocular disparity. As we have noted,
with one eye shut looking out to the real world, convergence still operates,
which in itself is a powerful indication of depth. Second, in this circumstance
there is still head-movement parallax, mentioned earlier – as we move our head,
nearer points move faster than further points, another cue to depth in the scene.
In movies and on TV there is not convergence nor head-movement parallax,
but there is motion parallax. Objects moving across the camera appear to move
faster if they are nearer than if they are further way. This is still a strong
parallax depth cue. Now 2D images of 3D scenes have additional compelling
depth cues, and we consider these in turn (Hodges and McAllister, 1993).

Linear Perspective. We have noted that the size of the image formed on the
retina is inversely proportional to the distance of the object from the viewer.
This is illustrated in Figure 1.35. We abstract away from the complexities of the
eye; in particular, we assume that instead of the light passing through the pupil
and through the cornea and lens, there is a single point (O) that admits light,
which then forms an image on a (flat) retina. In computer graphics O is usually
called the centre of projection, and the retina is called the image plane or view
plane. We show an abstracted “side view” of the projection of two vertical bars
AB and CD. AB projects to ba, and CD projects to dc. AB and CD are the same
size, but the size of their projections are clearly inversely related to their dis-
tance from O. Note also that the images are upside down compared to the
original objects.

Perspective provides a very significant depth cue. This is illustrated in
Figure 1.36. The two vertical lighter shaded lines are the same height, but one
looks much bigger than the other. Perspective gives the illusion of depth in this
case, so that one looks further away and, recalling constancy scaling, the visual
system compensates for that by making its apparent size larger (see Gregory,
1998b, Chapter 10 for a full explanation).
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Figure 1.35
Linear perspective
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The same effect can be seen in Figure 1.37. In this remarkably simple figure
we have the impression of looking along some railway lines, or perhaps the
edges of a road receding into the distance. Hence the top horizontal line looks
much larger than the bottom one, because perspective gives us the impression
that the top one is further away, and therefore must actually be bigger than it
seems.

Figure 1.38 shows the famous Muller–Lyer illusion. Although both vertical
lines are the same size, it looks as though the left-hand one is much smaller
than the right-hand one. R.L. Gregory (Gregory, 1998b) has suggested that this
can be accounted for by perspective inducing size constancy scaling. The left-
hand figure gives the impression of a corner (e.g., between two walls) that is
pointing towards us (looking at the corner of a building from the outside). The
right-hand figure gives an impression of a corner but pointing away from us
(looking at the corner of a room from the inside). Since the retinal images of
the two vertical bars are the same size, but the perspective induces apparent
depth, size constancy scaling results in an apparent difference in length of the
vertical lines. The one pointing towards us is therefore “nearer” than the one
pointing away, and so the right-hand vertical line is perceptually magnified.

Figure 1.36
An illusion of linear 
perspective – thicker lines 
are the same height
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Texture gradient. Examine Figure 1.13, in particular look at the water. The
texture of the water is coarser the closer it is to the viewpoint, and finer as it
recedes into the distance. Figure 1.39 shows a more abstract example. There are
no perspective lines as such in this figure, just arrangements of blobs that get
closer together and smaller the higher up in the figure that they are located.
Nevertheless, the whole gives an impression of some kind of landscape receding
into the distance. The perceptual psychologist J.J. Gibson carried out several
studies of such texture gradients and how they are crucial in allowing us to

Figure 1.37
A variant of the Ponzo 
illusion

Figure 1.38
Muller–Lyer illusion
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make judgments about size and distances in real-world settings (which almost
always are replete with multitudes of textures) (Gibson, 1986).

Shadows and shading. Shadows can significantly enhance depth perception
in everyday reality (Puerta, 1989; Gregory, 1998b). A shadow conveys informa-
tion both about the shape of an object, and about depth relationships within
the scene. A shadow of an object can be thought of as another view of the
object – one generated by a light source. Therefore crucial additional informa-
tion is made available about the location of the object in space, since not only
is there a referent with respect to the observer, but the observer can see informa-
tion with respect to another referent – the light source. Shadows also provide
direct information about spatial relationships of each object with its surround-
ing surfaces. Figure 1.40 provides a simple example. The cube on the left is
clearly at ground level. The cube on the right is not at ground level, and may
be further away from the viewpoint than the left-hand cube.

Occlusions. We have mentioned occlusions in the context of parallax effects
– that as you turn your head, or as objects move, the relationships between
them seem to change, that objects come into and out of view, with respect to

Figure 1.40
Shadow depth cues 
(a) shows two boxes 
without shadows and 
(b) shows the same 
boxes with shadows. 
The shadows help in 
understanding the 
relationship between 
the boxes

Figure 1.39
Abstract example of 
a texture gradient

(a) (b)
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the field of view and with respect to one another. When an object partially
obscures another, that is a clear indication that it is closer to the observer.
Recall that this effect is so strong that it was the basis of the Kanizsa triangle
illusion of Figure 1.29.

Lighting. As we shall see in Chapter 3, light energy falls off inversely propor-
tional to the square of the distance. Hence more distant objects become
washed out with respect to their color and less sharp compared to close objects.
Moreover, although computer graphics makes the simplifying assumption that
light travels in a vacuum, of course for real-world scenes it does not, and the
atmosphere influences the appearance of colour, increasingly so with distance:
light from distant sources tends to appear more blue. Nearer objects are usually
brighter in color (other things being equal). Objects further away are often
fogged out by atmospheric effects. We learn from the earliest age to associate
such effects with distance. Where relevant they provide strong depth cues, in
particular, as in this picture, combined with each one of the other depth cues
that we have considered in this section.

Time and space constancy

Do we see continuously in time, or are you aware of interruptions in your
normal vision? Of course you are almost certainly not aware of such interrup-
tions. But this is yet another illusion. Look at someone else for a while; is their
vision very frequently interrupted? The answer is very definitely “yes” – every
time someone blinks, of course, during that instant of the blink nothing is
seen. Now that you recall the fact that you blink you are probably aware that
indeed your vision is frequently interrupted. We blank this out; we typically do
not notice the fact that we blink; our vision seems to be continuous and
uninterrupted through time. There is also another way in which vision is
frequently interrupted – each time that we move our eyes there is a big discon-
tinuous jump in our visual field. Moreover, our eyes are moving almost all the
time. It is difference that stimulates vision; if it were possible to hold the gaze
totally fixed, then shortly we would see nothing, since the photoreceptor cells
adapt. It is similar when there is a continuous background noise, such as the
ticking of a clock; after a while you no longer hear it at all. Our senses on the
whole adapt, and are continually stimulated by difference. We do not notice
our eye movements because of saccadic suppression, which reduces visual sensi-
tivity during such saccadic eye movements.

Does the world continually move for you? The answer again is “no” – our
visual field seems to be spatially stable. Another experiment: shut one eye and
with your forefinger gently move the eyeball of your open eye. What happens?
– your entire visual field moves in the direction of your prodding. But why
does it not move when your eyes move naturally rather than being pushed
externally by your finger?
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As our continual eye movements jump our foveas from point to point in the visual scene,
that visual scene must jump from locus to locus on the retina. A discharge “corollary”
to the command the eye movement muscles receive, is sent before each eye movement
to the Helmholtzian comparator, likely located in the paretal lobe. This precomputation
provides for the illusion of space constancy. If retinal image motion is congruent with
the commanded eye movement, the illusion exists. (Stark, 1995, pp. 7–8)

In other words, the visual system carries out a prediction pre-computation
– if the eye movement command is to move the eyes by “x” then compensate
the apparent image by “–x” in order to maintain a constant spatial field. So
constancy through time is achieved by suppression of the effects of blinks
and saccadic eye movements, and in space by look-ahead prediction of the
expected amount of translation of the retinal image due to a command to
move the eyes.

Hypotheses of the visual mind

What we see obviously depends on where and how we look. The scanpath
theory provides evidence that what we see depends strongly on our internal
cognitive models, in other words that we see in our mind’s eye. The evidence
suggests that scanpaths for an imagined object are similar to scanpaths gener-
ated by actually looking at that object. It also shows how scanpaths change
depending on differing interpretations of what we are looking at: for example,
the ambiguous figures such as Figure 1.26. Hence what we see is not a simple
function of the light energy that comes into our eyes, but a matter also of what
we expect to see. Further evidence for this is that the scanpaths are idiosyn-
cratic both to individuals and to what is being looked at, and that they are
repetitive. The fact that they are idiosyncratic to different people supports the
notion that how we look is not only a function of what we are looking at: it
also depends on our personal cognitive models. Moreover, if seeing were a
function mainly of what is “out there” then we would expect scanpaths to
attempt comprehensively to cover the entire scene. Instead there are typically
a few key points that are visited over and over again, roughly in the same order.
These are key features involved in seeing that kind of object, and the repeti-
tions involve repeated confirmation that it really is this type of object that we
are seeing and not another.

There are always multiple interpretations for any given pure sensory experi-
ence. Our visual mind seems to home quickly in on one with the highest
probability, based on many factors such as prior knowledge, suggestion, experi-
ence, and surrounding context. Of course we rarely see isolated objects; they
are almost always in a context which gives cues as to how they should be
interpreted. The same object located in a kitchen or in a living room might be
seen, in the absence of other knowledge, either as a microwave oven or as
a computer screen. Where the objects remain ambiguous the visual mind
seems to repeatedly switch between alternating hypotheses, so that we see first
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one, and then the other, as if it goes into a loop, each interpretation with its
own corresponding type of scanpath sequence. Look at the centre of the circle
in Figure 1.41 and you will see an arrangement of triangles. Stare at the centre
of the circle and the arrangement of triangles will change into another arrange-
ment. Keep staring at the circle and it is likely that the arrangements will swap
with increasing frequency. The visual mind is switching between two alternat-
ive hypotheses.

When someone is “in” a virtual environment, they are inevitably processing
sense data from two different and contradictory sources. Typically visual informa-
tion is generated exclusively from the virtual world, if a head-mounted display
is being used. Let’s suppose that auditory information is also coming only from
the virtual world through ear phones attached to the HMD. However, of course
the person is in a real laboratory standing on a real floor, typically in uncon-
trolled temperature, with real air currents, and real cables attached to the HMD,
and the HMD itself has a significant weight. The totality of sensory data avail-
able to the participant in the VE is a mixture of that corresponding to the VE
itself and that from the physical real-world setting of the whole experience.
This is analogous to the ambiguous figures situation – where the same sensory
data may be interpreted and seen in alternative ways. We have argued (Slater
and Steed, 2000) that presence in an environment involves a selection between
competing hypotheses, different ways of “seeing” (in its broadest sense) the
totality of sensory data as supporting the hypothesis that the participant is in
this world (virtual) rather than that world (real). Presence in the VE means that
the sensory signals are organized in such a way that the participant temporarily
experiences reality as that of the VE world, and responds to and initiates events
in that world. Occasionally the interpretation will flip, and the sensory signals
will correspond to “I am standing in a lab wearing a helmet.”

Look at Figure 1.25 again. When you see the older woman you pay atten-
tion to quite different features of the drawing than when you see the younger
woman: just another way of saying that the scanpaths are different for the two
cases. Similarly, when you are present in the VE you pay attention to quite a

Figure 1.41
Ambiguous figure: 
interpretations switch 
spontaneously
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different set of signals than when you are not present in the VE but in the
real-world setting of the experience. For example, in the latter case you might
have shifted attention to tactile sensations of which you had been oblivious
during moments of presence in the VE. Such flips of presence between VE and
real-world interpretations are typical of many people’s experience of virtual
environments. An important issue for research is to discover the factors that
influence the probability of one interpretation (presence in the VE) rather than
the other (presence in the real-world setting).

We have argued in this section that a necessary condition for a sense of
presence in the VE is that virtual sensory input stimulates the same top-down,
cognitively dominated visual experience as sensory input from the real world.
Gregory notes (Gregory, 1998b, p. 254) that “perceptions are but tenuously
related to reality; being predictive hypotheses, having major contributions
from top-down knowledge and sideways rules derived from the past.” Stark’s
work indicates that we see in our mind’s eye, the bottom-up sensory signals
from the real-world being the basic data that provokes our visual minds to
select between alternative hypotheses. The scanpath is a kind of read-out of the
internal cognitive model that a person is applying to make sense of a particular
pattern of visual sensory input signals.

Now what properties should (visual) sensory signals from virtual environ-
ments have in order to provoke this process, that leads the visual mind to
operate essentially as it does with real-world signals? Of course any pattern of
input signals, especially if they are inclusive, i.e., blocking out all other signals
of the same sensory type, will force the visual system to try to make sense of
it. People see meaningful structures in essentially random images such as in
arrangements of tea leaves, clouds, and of course in the famous Rorschach ink
blot images used in personality testing. For example, Figure 1.42 shows ran-
domly generated polygons in which you may see some meaning. But what
particular features does sensory data need to have in order to portray intended
meaningful images? 

We have discussed some possibilities in this chapter: figures portrayed with
linear perspective, head-movement and motion parallax, texture gradients,

Figure 1.42
Randomly generated 
polygons consisting of 100 
vertices – what do you 
see?
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depth suggested by visibility relationships and shadows. Object representations
require a level of realism just sufficient to suggest the objects that are being
simulated. Caricature is important, emphasis of certain key features, whatever
the key features are that spark the visual mind into immediately forming the
hypothesis that it is that kind of object (and no other). In the case of a human
face, very simple representations of eyes, nose, and a mouth are sufficient to
suggest this. In general we do not know what the key features are and attempt
to produce a realistic model that captures the object in its entirety. In some
applications, for example engineering assembly training, it is of course important
that the virtual objects resemble their real counterparts as closely as possible in
order to maximize the chance of a positive training effect.

However, virtual environments require not just the recognition of objects –
that can happen with a few marks on a piece of paper. It is that the objects
form a participant’s environment, and that he or she is in that world. In this
case we have emphasized the importance of the match between sensory data
and proprioception. Perhaps a paradigmatic example of this is head-movement
parallax – I turn my head or move it from side to side as part of a movement
of the whole top half of my body, and the visual signals should change accord-
ing to the everyday experience of parallax. If this happens then it is a very
strong cue that my location is indeed amongst these objects. But there is still
another crucial point: I am in an environment if I can reach out and touch it,
if I can move through it and position my body in such a way that it can touch
various of the objects. For example, I am standing by this table and I can move
over to that chair and bend down and reach out to it with my hand. Now it
may not really be “my” hand but a virtual hand with movements tracked from
my real hand, but nevertheless there is this same matching of proprioception
with sensory data laid over the illusion that I am amongst these objects.
There is no other technological means of generating the illusion that I am
surrounded by and can reach out to virtual objects than immersive VEs.

This ties up with our final point about perception too – Gregory puts great
emphasis on exploration, on the very close connection between perceptual
understanding through vision and understanding through active participation
and manipulation of the world. A fundamental feature of immersive virtual
environments is that they offer this possibility – not just seeing the world
around you, but using your body to explore and understand it. This is like the
difference between being driven somewhere in an automobile in a strange city,
and driving there yourself. In the latter case you will have a much better
understanding and memory of the route than in the former – or at least when
you drive yourself the way that you see the environment will be quite different
than if someone else drives you. A very famous experiment carried out by Held
and Hein (Gregory, 1998b, p. 143) illustrates this: two kittens were brought up
in darkness except for times when one actively explored the visual environ-
ment, and the other was carried along behind without itself being active. Both
had the same chance for visual learning, but only one was active. The experi-
ment suggested that only the one that actively explored the environment actu-
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ally learned to see. Our own repeated experiments have shown that those given
the chance to use their whole bodies in exploring a VE will generally achieve
a higher sense of presence than those who just look at it (Slater and Steed,
2000). Immersive systems provide this unique capability to allow people to
actively explore and understand an environment. 

We return to the quote by Professor Stark at the head of this section: “Virtual
reality works because reality is virtual.” Since so much of our visual understand-
ing of the world is tied up with our already existing cognitive knowledge, we
do not have to attempt a faithful reproduction of reality in VEs for a sense of
presence to be attained. This is good news, since as we will find in the subse-
quent chapters of this book, it is extremely hard to produce visual “reality,” in
real-time, with current-day computer graphics techniques.

This chapter has introduced the motivation, scope, and approach of this book.
We go from the abstract to the concrete, and from realism to real-time. We
have introduced the notion of the content of a virtual environment in this
chapter, and described briefly how a VE consists of graphical objects. Typically
the virtual scene is represented as a database of such objects, including their
geometric, material, reflective, and behavioral properties. 

We have paid considerable attention to perceptual issues, discussing the
question as to how it is that virtual reality works at all. We see primarily in our
mind’s eye. It turns out that the “phantom world” is also the world of everyday
life, not just the world of dreams and virtual environments.

Since we see in our mind’s eye, virtual environments need to create the neces-
sary signals for our visual minds to choose the interpretation that designers of
the virtual world intended. There has been little study of the key points of
interest in an environment necessary to give the illusion of virtual objects; we
are flagging this here as an important aspect of VE research. The application
area in which this subject has seen considerable attention is in way-finding in
large environments – to which key features in an environment do people
pay attention in order to learn to find their way around (Darken et al., 1999)?
We have touched on this, in our discussions of the sense of presence, but
much needs to be discovered in the general field of key features of interest for
environments.

In the next chapter we discuss some fundamental mathematics, and then in
the subsequent chapter, still at a very abstract level, the issue of illumination.
We then immediately follow this with a discussion of the human response to
light – specifically the issue of color. These chapters may be thought of as
concluding the introductory part of the book.

1.7 Summary
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